Tennis Match Results  
Oregon vs Dartmouth  
May 12, 2018 at Fort Worth, Texas  
(Bayard H. Friedman Tennis Center)

#33 Oregon 4, #27 Dartmouth 0

**Singles competition**

1. #22 Thomas Laurent (OREGON) def. #119 Charlie Broom (DART) 6-3, 6-3  
2. David Horneffer (DART) vs. Simon Stevens (OREGON) 7-5, 3-2, unfinished  
3. Akihiro Tanaka (OREGON) def. Dan Martin (DART) 6-4, 6-1  
4. Ty Gentry (OREGON) def. Max Fliegner (DART) 6-4, 6-2  
5. Ciro Riccardi (DART) vs. Cormac Clissold (OREGON) 3-6, 6-5, unfinished  
6. Peter Conklin (DART) vs. Riki Oshima (OREGON) 5-7, 0-4, unfinished

**Doubles competition**

1. #71 Charlie Broom/David Horneffer (DART) vs. #53 Thomas Laurent/Cormac Clissold (OREGON) 5-4, unfinished  
2. Ty Gentry/Simon Stevens (OREGON) def. Roko Glasnovic/Casey Ross (DART) 6-3  
3. Armando Soemarno/Charles Roberts (OREGON) def. Peter Conklin/Max Fliegner (DART) 6-4

Match Notes:  
Oregon 18-9; National ranking #33  
Dartmouth 20-6; National ranking #27  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (3,1,4)  
NCAA Division I Men's Tennis Championship First Round  
Oregon moves into the Second Round and will face the winner of TCU vs Utah State  
T-1:59  A-115